Digital learning SOS is a responsive service for
large organisations who have an immediate need
for high quality, bespoke digital learning.
Whether it’s supporting the design and delivery of a learning project
or supporting the digital transformation of your whole learning
offering, the possibilities for delivery are endless.
With over 130 digital experts in our team, we can match the right
technology to suit your business, budget and learning needs.

We are your digital learning lifeline.
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To help you DECIDE whether we’re a good fit for your digital
learning project, we’ve broken down exactly how we can help
you and your organisation...
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Design

Is your learning in need of modern transformation? Does your learning emulate
your brand? Standard templates not working for you? Or perhaps you lack
the resources you need to deliver? We can help. Whether you’re looking for
conceptual ideas, graphic design, illustrations, layouts or even digital character
design – we can do it all.

Efficiency

Is your digital learning project on a tight time scale, but still needs to be bespoke
and high quality? You’re in the right place. At the start of your project we’ll agree
on a reasonable time frame that guarantees a quality and a quick turnaround.

Content

Is your learning complex, dry or there’s just so much of it you don’t know where to
start or what the best solution is? We work in collaboration with you to translate
what you want to achieve into an engaging digital learning solution concept. If
you want us to design and develop the entire thing – we can.

Instructional Design

Instructional designers will pull out relevant information from your content, the
business objectives and the learning outcomes to build your learning story. So,
if your internal customer has a project with too much information, you need your
PPT source files quickly converted into learning, or your instructor led course
materials need converting into eLearning – we can help.
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Development

E

Evaluate

If you know what you want, have all your assets designed but simply don’t have
the resources to build your solution – we can help. Whether it’s virtual reality,
eLearning or e-books we can do the development for you. With a huge amount
of skilled talent in every digital solution – we deliver on time, on budget, no faff.
Are your solutions not hitting the mark? Is your strategy not getting the results?
Do your employees need motivating during a period of change? Our learning
experts can help you to analyse your situation, evaluate findings and make
expert recommendations.

Let’s get started
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